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"No other teaching experience will feel quite like the first time an instructor walks into a classroom to face a class of
students. This book is a wise and friendly guide for new faculty and graduate student instructors who are about to teach
for the first time. It provides an introduction to the theory of teaching; describes proven strategies and activities for
engaging students in their learning; and offers advice on classroom management, syllabus creation, grading,
assessment, and discipline issues, among other topics. It prepares readers for a confident start as teachers, and gives
them a firm foundation on which to develop their skills and personal classroom styles. The author breaks teaching down
into its component elements and tasks to enable graduate student instructors to identify their particular responsibilities,
and learn about what works and does not. They will also benefit from reading the book as a whole as it sets their work in
the context of course objectives and learning theory. For new faculty this engaging book provides a solid basis from
which to develop their skills and personal styles as teachers; and offers guidance on documenting their classroom
success for the purposes of promotion and tenure. For graduate student instructors, the book is a companion that will
give them confidence and pleasure in teaching, and stand them in good stead if they decide on a in any future career in
academe."--Publisher's website.
Everyone knows that the president of the United States is the leader of the country and has a very powerful job. But what
does the president really do day in and day out? Sit behind a desk and sign laws? Travel to faraway lands to promote
peace? You'll need to read this book to find out. Inside, you'll discover what the president's job is like, how the president
does this job, and how it affects every American's life -- including yours! Book jacket.
Every 3rd issue is a quarterly cumulation.
A new president, wife, kids, pets, home, a historic election, inauguration, and much more. Can anyone be president of the United States?
What is it like to live in the White House? How many father and son presidents have there been in our history? What is the president's job
anyway? Do the Bush twins have their own room? Who are those men always hanging around the president and his family? The 2000
presidential election will go down in history! Kids want to know why the candidate with the most popular votes didn't win. Find out what the
Electoral College is and why our country has one. Kids can also 'check out' information on the First Lady and the twin daughters, as well as
get to know George W. Bush, our 43rd president.
Newly updated to include our newest President! Celebrating 25 years of fun learning for all with full color illustrations for the first time. Here's
a fast, easy way to learn all the Presidents of the United States (forever) in less than 20 minutes! In no time at all, you will be able to
remember the names of all 44 presidents - in chronological order. Crazy cartoons and comic-book style captions create a nonsense tale that
will make it impossible for you to forget the presidents. You'll also learn lots of kid-friendly facts about each president and his term of office,
some historical and hysterical highlights, and plenty of presidential puns. Ray guns for Reagan. Nicks on for Nixon. Fill more for Fillmore. Oh,
Baaah, Ma for Obama. With five Quick Quizzes and What You Need to Know if You Want to be President, you'll soon be an authority on the
highest office in the land - and having a lot of fun at the same time.
Beginning with the legend of how a young Cherokee boy earned the name Dragging Canoe and weaving its way through three centuries, this
book treats history not as a collection of names and dates, but as real-life drama filled with strong characters and vivid emotions.
Presents the life and political career of the thirteenth president of the United States, who alienated both the North and the South while trying
to avoid the Civil War and improved foreign relations.
Lists all the resources needed to create a balanced curriculum for homeschooling--from preschool to high school level
Presents facts about each president accompanied by cartoon-style illustrations to serve as memory aids and quizzes to reinforce information.
Keep children on the edge of their seats with this guide to captivating read-alouds for grades K through 6. Tips on presentation and
references to related titles help you plan effective programs and instill a love of books and reading.
Sam must decide how to spend the lucky money he's received for Chinese New Year.
Newly updated 2021 edition features our newest President, Joe Biden! Just who was the 13th president, anyway? Yo Millard Fillmore
combines colorful cartoons and comic book captions to make memorizing all 46 American presidents a fun, family-friendly activity. “Yo,
Millard Fillmore! and Yo, Sacramento! are works of pure genius. I now know all the presidents and all the capitals of all the states. This is
terrific. These books are fabulous, and witty, and a lot of fun.” – Pat Conroy, New York Times best-selling author In print continuously since
1992, Yo, Millard Fillmore! has delighted kids, parents, grandparents and teachers. Over 500,000 copies sold! Celebrating 30 years of fun
learning for all! In Yo Millard Fillmore, you will find a fast, easy way to learn and memorize the U.S. Presidents in just 20 minutes or less!
Crazy, full-color cartoons and comic book-style captions create a nonsense tale that will help you remember the names of all 46 presidents in
chronological order. You'll also learn lots of fun facts and kid-friendly trivia about each president and the historical highlights from his term of
office. Plus, this book is packed with mnemonics in the form of presidential puns, like “ray guns” for Ronald Reagan; “chef’s son” for
Thomas Jefferson; “fill more” for Millard Fillmore; and “oh, baaah, ma” for Barack Obama. With five Quick Quizzes and a special section
titled, “What You Need to Know if You Want to be President,” you'll soon be an authority on the highest office in the land - and have a lot of
fun at the same time. Yo Millard Fillmore is perfect for kids 8-11 and provides lots of fun and learning for the whole family. Using the book’s
simple mnemonic cartoons, you can surprise your friends by reciting all the presidents in a row, beginning with George Washington, our first
president, all the way through to number 46, President Joe Biden.
Memorize the states and capitals all (forever) in 20 minutes-without trying! Memory systems help you memorize lots of information quickly
and easily. Based on a proven illustrated mnemonic memory system that has made its companion book, Yo Millard Fillmore! a huge success,
with over 500,000 copies sold, Yo Sacramento! will help anyone eight years old or older memorize all of the U.S. states and their capitals quickly and easily. This gift edition is published - in full color for the first time - to help celebrate the 25 year anniversary of the Yo Millard
Fillmore book that started it all.
Examines the life of Warren G. Harding from his birth in Ohio to his time as twenty-ninth president of the United States and death in office.
"The U.S. Presidency" traces the complicated evolution of the American presidency from 1789 to the present. From George Washington to
George W. Bush, the distinct legacies and unique contributions of all 43 American presidents are discussed. Using a biographical format,
special emphasis is given to the powerful convergence of personality and circumstance which transformed the office of our nation's chief
executive into the most prominent and influential political office in the world. Challenging review questions encourage meaningful reflection
and historical analysis. Tests, answer key, and bibliography included.

Tells parents how to help their children get a good start in school, gives advice on communicating with teachers, and
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discusses health, safety, and school volunteer work
This text is an inside look at dyslexia - the challenges, emotions and rewards - from childhood through to the college
experience. It contains 142 interviews with parents, siblings and college students. It aims to help parents see how to tap
the wonderful strengths of their children. It offers pragmatic steps for problem solving at each section's end. It also has a
discussion of how siblings feel. While the title implies a book on dyslexia, its messages also work for parents of children
with any kind of learning disability.
Discusses the early life, family, political career, and contributions of the thirteenth president of the United States.
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